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Simulation details of each system
Additionally, the PMFs in our study were computed using umbrella sampling (US)
simulations. In each umbrella window, the simulation was run for 200-400 ns, which, to our knowledge, is the longest time scale used in US simulations for calculating the free energies of such processes of solutes traversing membranes. In another work by Chris Neale and . Finally, we also calculated error bars in our study using the boot strap method, and they suggest convergence of the PMFs.
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Results Figure S1 . Number of hydrogen bonds during the aggregation of each compound. Figure S2 . Temperature dependence of transfer free energies of alpha-mangostin and ciprofloxacin across a membrane Figure S3 . The orientation distributions of mangostin and ciprofloxacin at different distances from the membrane bilayer center. Two angles theta and phi were defined to characterize the orientation of each compound, with theta being the angle between the long axis of the molecule and the bilayer normal, and phi being the vector normal to the aromatic plane and the bilayer. 
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